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Office Allure
How long can this sector woo investors?

Discover CCIMs’
Must-Have
Business Books
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Successful Solo
Brokers Share Top
3 Strategies

BUILDING YOUR BUSINESS

Smart
Selections
Discover the
business
books that
motivate
and inspire
commercial
real estate
professionals.
by Sara Drummond
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B

usiness books are like potato
chips: You can’t really stop
after just one. And for business book junkies, there is
certainly no dearth of material. Nearly 5,000 business-related titles
were published last year, according to
R.R. Bowker, which tracks book sales
information. Add those to the more
than 10,000 titles published the previous two years and you have, well,
rows of book jackets featuring successful-looking people lining the
aisles of your local bookstore.
Of course no one really peruses the
business section just for fun. Everyone
goes looking for a specific title recommended by a business associate or a friend.
For those in need of something to read, a
recent survey of commercial real estate
professionals produced a bounty of recommendations, ranging from industryrelated titles to classic business books
of the last decade to today’s best-sellers
that cover personal investment, innovative thinking, and the emerging global
marketplace.
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From Page to Practice

Even more interesting than the titles
recommended are the ways that industry professionals put into practice the
theories and ideas presented in business
books. Many, in fact, hand out favorite titles to clients and associates. “We
swear by Raving Fans,” says Lauri L.
Greenblatt, CCIM, president of Promus
Management in San Diego. “Everyone
in my company has received a copy of
this book, and we all have contributed
at least three ideas learned from the
book.”
Raving Fans: A Revolutionary
Approach to Customer Service, by wellknown business guru Ken Blanchard,
offers a three-part formula for customer
relationships. “It’s important that we
turn customer service from a necessity
into an art, and this book is helping us
do that,” Greenblatt says.
Real estate consultant W. Darrow
Fiedler, CCIM, CRS, GRI, with Keller
Williams Realty, in Torrance, Calif.,
has incorporated Robert Kiyosaki’s
Sara Drummond is managing editor of Commercial
Investment Real Estate. All books mentioned in this
article can be found on www.Amazon.com.

The Top Three
Titles most often recommended by CCIMs
1. E-Myth Revisited: Why Most Small Businesses Don’t Work and What
to Do About It by Michael Gerber
“E-Myth stands for entrepreneurial myth … It opened my eyes to …
building a business that sells property by conceiving and implementing a
systematic approach.” — Stan A. Stouder, CCIM, partner with CB Richard Ellis in
Fort Myers, Fla.

2. Good to Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap …
And Others Don’t by Jim Collins
“Good to Great and E-Myth are the best books I … continually use in
my business. Both have great practical advice on business management,
strategy, [and] organization.” — Richard H. Forsyth, CCIM, CPM, president of
Westerra Realty and Management in Salt Lake City

3. Who Moved My Cheese: An Amazing Way to Deal with Change in Your
Work and Your Life by Spencer Johnson
“[This book] has prompted my decision to have some diversification in
real estate. … I have been determined to structure my activities and efforts
in such a way as to be ready to respond to having my cheese moved.”
— C. W. Barnhill, CCIM, president of Omega Properties in Mobile, Ala.

Cash Flow Quadrant and
Gary Keller’s Millionaire Real
Estate Investor into his client
approach, citing them as his
“two most influential books.
… [Clients] are handed these
books to review before sitting
down to design their investment plan, which typically
includes 10-year, five-year,
and one-year goals, with the
emphasis on cash flow and
appreciation … Location,
price, terms, and even types of
property will be deduced out
of the investment plan.”
Other real estate professionals have directly applied strategies found in books. “In my
business, geared toward …
representing high net-worth
owners of multiple real estate
properties, Keith Ferrazzi’s
approach in Never Eat Alone
and Other Secrets to Success,
One Relationship at a Time
has worked very well,” says
Susan H. Lawrence, CCIM,
vice president/marketing
for Real Estate Strategies in
Orlando, Fla. “It’s not about

using mealtimes to network. He tells people how to network effectively but selectively for a lifetime, based on an attitude
of generosity, participation, and bringing
friends together to benefit others.”
Reading Against the Grain

A popular business topic today is going
against convention, as typified by Steven
B. Sample’s Contrarian’s Guide to Leadership. “His ideas are radically different,”
says Robert M. Thornton, CCIM, SIOR,
vice president of Thalhimer/Cushman
& Wakefield Alliance in Virginia Beach,
Va. “After implementing many of them,
I found that they do work, especially not
thinking in binary terms. Many of his concepts are very freeing.”
One of Sample’s recommendations is
“Read what your competition doesn’t
read.” So if your competition is reading the Contrarian’s Guide, perhaps you
should pick up The Zurich Axioms by Max
Gunther. “[Zurich Axioms is] one of the
best business books I have ever read,”
says James C. Jacob, CCIM, president
of Jacob Real Estate Services in Tampa,
Fla. “It sets out simple concepts … that
are based on avoiding traps inherent in
many accepted investment practices,”
Jacob says. Promoted as the “investment
SEP.OCT.07
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secrets of the Swiss bankers,” the book’s
12 major and 16 minor axioms provide
a primer on the art of speculation rather
than a technical analysis or method for
investment. But Gunther’s first axiom
sets the tone for less-conventional thinking: “Worry is not a sickness but a sign of
health. If you are not worried, you are not
risking enough.”
The Global Approach

New market realities caused by globalization are another popular theme in today’s
business books, first chronicled in Thomas
Friedman’s book The World Is Flat: A Brief
History of the Twenty-First Century. The
book’s message is that the global marketplace is challenging us to improve or
change our skill sets every five to 10 years,
says Don R. Scheidt, CCIM, president
of Don R. Scheidt & Co. in Indianapolis.
“Quality education that will allow one to
have a strong foundation to build upon is
very important,” he says. “Individuals will

not be certain that current skill sets will
be in demand in another eight to 10 years
if they don’t keep up with what is taking
place on a global view.”
Other tomes that carry the message of a changing marketplace
include Fooled by Randomness: The
Hidden Role of Chance in Life and
in the Markets by Nassim Nicholas
Taleb. “[It is] by far my favorite of
the dozen business books that I read
in 2006,” says Robert V. Vallera Jr.,
CCIM, principal/broker of Commercial
Realty Advisors in La Jolla, Calif. “Perhaps
you made a few million dollars in the last
market cycle. … Before you buy into the
next hand, read what Taleb has to say about
much of our success in the market. It might
startle or even anger you, but it will definitely make you think, and you’ll probably
become wealthier for having read it.”
Two recommended books explore the
field of marketing in a changing world.
Blue Ocean Strategy: How to Create Uncon-

tested Market Space and Make Competition
Irrelevant by W. Chan Kim and Renee
Mauborgne offers a look at niche marketing that Rolando Alvarez, CCIM,
a senior associate at Coldwell
Banker Commercial NRT in
Miami, found helpful. “I have
used a number of the strategies
suggested in this book. Basically
the authors argue that tomorrow’s
successful companies will succeed
not by battling the competition,
but by creating blue oceans, which are
uncontested market space ripe for growth,”
he says. One example given in the book is
the success of the Curves Fitness Centers,
which entered the oversaturated fitness
market and expanded to more than 6,000
locations with revenues over $1 billion.
The Long Tail: Why the Future of Business
Is Selling Less of More is another marketing
title that tells “what happens as items that
take up physical space disappear into the
digital realm,” says Todd Clarke, CCIM,

Real Estate Reading
Real Estate Quick and Easy by Roy T. Maloney
“The book is very clear, humorous, and fully illustrated with particularly good explanations of investment property concepts such as tax-free exchanges,
internal rates of return, capitalization rates, and gross
rent multipliers. It unlocks, clarifies, and demystifies
real estate problems … My favorite quote: ‘You don’t
wait to buy real estate, you buy real estate and wait.’ ”
— Corey J. Schneider, CCIM, ALC, principal broker,
Corey Schneider Realtors, Passaic, N.J.

Real Estate Exchange and Acquisition Techniques
by William T. Tappan

“This is an old book [second edition published in
1989] but it has given me countless ideas and methods of putting real estate deals together. From small
deals to large deals on many different types of property, this book has helped me think outside the box.”
— Mark Vellinga, CCIM, broker associate,
Graham Organization, Sioux Falls, S.D.

Real Estate Investments and How to Make Them
by Milt Tanzer

“This how-to book on building real estate
investments provided sound advice to me in my
early years of real estate investing and sales.”
— Dale Beede, CCIM, commercial manager, Coldwell
Banker Commercial, Grand Junction, Colo.
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The Real Estate Game: The Intelligent Guide to
Decision-Making and Investment by William J. Poorvu and
Jeffrey L. Cruikshank

“Poorvu’s use of case studies to help readers understand concepts they can apply to their own deals is excellent. His back-of-envelope method to quickly assess a
potential opportunity is something I use on every deal.”
— Kevin G. Lenze, CCIM, president, Century-Lenze Development
LLC, Peachtree City, Ga.

Trump Strategies for Real Estate: Billionaire Lessons
for the Small Investor by George Ross
“Trump’s attorney and the deal maker behind the scenes,
George was on ‘The Apprentice,’ sitting on The Donald’s left
at the big conference table. The book goes into very interesting negotiating strategies for individual investors to employ in
their own deal making.” — Stephen A. Raub, CCIM, executive vice
president, Investment Realty Co. L.C., San Antonio

The Dynamics of Real Estate Capital Markets:
A Practitioner’s Perspective by Bowen H. “Buzz” McCoy
“This witty and colorful view of commercial real estate is a
pleasure to read. You will learn about real estate capital markets, the institutions and people that shaped these markets, and
gain an understanding about what it takes to be successful in our
industry.” — Kenneth P. Riggs Jr., CCIM, president and chief executive
officer of Real Estate Research Corp., Chicago

What the Gurus Read
Michael Gerber and Jim Collins top the
list of CCIMs’ most-read business gurus.
But what are they reading in their spare
time?
Gerber pegs Marketing for Business
Growth by Theodore Levitt as his favorite business book of all time. “Levitt
defines marketing … it is not a function
in a company; it is the entire being of
the company,” Gerber says. I Am That
by Nisradgardatta Maharaj is the “most
powerful book I’ve ever read … a stunning book that blows people’s minds.”
Collins chose In Love and War: The
Story of a Family’s Sacrifice During the
Vietnam Years by Jim and Sybil Stockdale. “As the highest-ranking military
officer in prison camp … [Stockdale]
figures out how to still exercise leadership,” Collins says. His other top reads
include Winston Churchill’s The Second
World War, Personal History by Katharine Graham, Diffusion of Innovations by
Everett Rogers, and The Panda’s Thumb:
More Reflections in Natural History by
Stephen J. Gould.

time, specifically how general manager Billy Beane turned the 2002
Oakland Athletics into a winning
team while maintaining the smallest player payroll in Major League
Baseball.
“I use Moneyball in a [real estate
investing] class I teach at the University of
California, Berkeley extension,” says William P. Mohr, CCIM, principal of Mohr
Financial in Oakland, Calif. “The students read the book and then [pick out] five
insights about what they have learned.”

Can you learn about real estate
from baseball? Apparently so.
“The naked eye was an inadequate tool for learning what you
needed to know to evaluate baseball players and baseball games,”
author Lewis says in Moneyball.
After reading that quote, one of
Mohr’s students wrote: “Just looking at a
property does not give you the tools you
need to evaluate the investment opportunity. Due diligence through mathematical
measurements does.” ■

Sources: Management Consulting News
and U.S. News & World Report

chief executive officer of NM Apartment
Advisors in Albuquerque, N.M., who hands
out this title along with the Undercover Economist to agents and consultants. For example, “Once CDs went digital … since music
no longer occupies physical space, online
music venues can carry as many tunes as
they want. If you graph it out, the top tunes
sell millions, but the lesser-known tunes
sell hundreds and the long tail is the graph
of that relationship. The music companies
are finding the most profit in the tunes that
have an audience of one, 100, or 1,000.”
Clarke and his associates applied the idea
to commercial real estate. “We incorporated
the concept into a business model to roll out
a national franchise to do apartment brokerage focusing on the ‘long tail’ of the
apartment world that most large national
firms miss — two to 99 units.”
Of course no book list would be complete without at least one title from left
field — literally. Moneyball: The Art of
Winning an Unfair Game by Michael Lewis,
looks at the business of our national pasSEP.OCT.07
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Multifamily
 Ted

Bailey III, CCIM, of
The Multifamily Group LLC
in Little Rock, Ark., and a
partner represented Bailey
Properties LLC in the $49.7
million sale of the 256-unit
Brightwaters and the 456unit Chenal Lakes apartments
both in Little Rock to a private TIC sponsor.
Todd Clarke, CCIM, of
NM Apartment Advisors
in Albuquerque, N.M., and
Patricia Frerkes, CCIM, of
Sperry Van Ness/Pat Frerkes
in Rio Rancho, N.M., represented Bridge Partners in the
$32.8 million purchase of the
512-unit Vista Montana and
Villa de Oso apartments in
Albuquerque to Yes Housing represented by Joe R.
Romero, CCIM, of Grubb &
Ellis/New Mexico in Albuquerque. Clarke also represented AEW & Alliance in
the $23 million sale of the
280-unit Broadstone Ladera
apartments in Albuquerque
to Towne Management.
 Steven

D. Weinstock,

CCIM, of Marcus & Millichap
in Southfield, Mich., and several partners represented the
seller, CW Capital, and the
buyer, a private investor, in the
more than $21 million sale of a
five-property, 1,026-unit apartment portfolio with properties
located in Clinton Township,
Flint, Mt. Morris, Okemos,
and Portage, Mich. Weinstock
and several partners also repre-

sented Oakview Square LP in
the $6.8 million sale of the 192unit Oakview Square Apartments in Chesterfield, Mich.,
to a private investor.

 Terry Moore, CCIM,
of ACI Commercial in San
Diego represented the seller,
Ramona Village, and the
buyer, Conrad Prebys, in the
more than $6.6 million sale of
the 68-unit Ramona Village
apartments in Ramona, Calif.

Land
James P. Keeley, CCIM,

SIOR, of Colliers International in Scottsdale, Ariz., and
two partners represented the
seller, Deer Namwest, and
the buyer, The Vazza Co., in
the $46.2 million sale of 81.19
acres of land in Phoenix.
Buddy Budiansky, CCIM,
of Prudential CRES Commercial Real Estate D.B. in Daytona Beach, Fla., and a partner
represented Marina Point
Properties LLC, First Equity
Corp., and Shoreline Development VI LLC in the $25.5 million sale of more than 8 acres
of land in Daytona Beach to
New Dawn Daytona LP.
William A. Eshenbaugh,

CCIM, of Eshenbaugh Land
Co., in Tampa, Fla., and a
partner represented Interstate Holdings in the $12
million sale of a 67-acre parcel of land in Lakeland, Fla.,
to Burton Katzman.
Charles F. Wasker Jr.,

CCIM, of GVA IPC Commercial Real Estate in San
Diego represented Opus West
in the $10 million purchase of

an 11.35-acre land parcel in
San Diego from Semtech.
Ron L. Opfer, CCIM, of
Coldwell Banker Premier
Realty in Henderson, Nev.,
represented Crowne Development in the more than $5.1
million purchase of 5 acres of
land in Las Vegas from Omni
Family LLP.

Specialty

clay Group in the $8.3 million
sale of the 27,575-sf Bloomingdale Commons retail and
office development in Tampa
to Odyssey (II) DP I LLC.
Submit transactions to Deal Makers, CIRE,
430 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60611;
e-mail to dealmakers@ccim.com; or fax to
(312) 321-4530. Include a high-res digital
or original color property photo or head shot
if available. Transactions more than $3 million appear in print; those greater than $1
million appear at www.ciremagazine.com.
Deal Makers highlights CCIM
Partners’ transactions in red.
Log on to www.ccimpartners.com
to become a Partner today.
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 Curtis A. Skomp, CCIM,
of Coldwell Banker Schmitt
Real Estate in Key West, Fla.,
represented the seller, Melodye
Reger, and the buyer, Monroe
County Board of Commissioners, in the $3.7 million sale of a
3,000-sf marina and restaurant
in Key West.

Mixed-Use
Ian Black, CCIM, of Ian

Black Real Estate in Sarasota,
Fla., represented BLDG Sarasota LLC and Bacael Sarasota LLC in the more than
$14.7 million purchase of the
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Management represented by
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